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TO BE AND NOT TO BE 
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EUGENE MIHALY 

The story is familiar to all of you. It is about the 
destruction of the cities of Sodom and Gamorrah found in the 
eighteenth chapter of the Book of Genesis in the Bible. The Lord 
informs His chosen friend Abraham, His fai thful servant from who m 
God "conceals nothing that He intends to do," that because of the 
great outcry over Sodom and Gamorrah, for "thei r sin is very grave, 
He is about to destroy the two cities. 

This inside information initiates one of the most renowned 
bargaining sessions in classic literature. "Abraham drew near to God 
and said: 'Will You sweep away the good and bad together? Suppose 
there are fifty good men in the city. Will You really sweep it away 
and not pardon the place because of the fifty good men? Far be it 
from You to do this -- to kill the good and the bad together; for then 
the good will suffer with the bad! Far be it from You! Shall not the 
judge of all the earth do what is just?!'" 

What a daring rebuke! What hutzpah! Imagine! Abraham ! 
That meek, submissive Abraham who leaves his country, his kinsman, 
his father's house to brave the unknown at God's command; that same 
Abraham who, without question, without protest, would consent to 
sacrifice his "one and only, beloved son;" that same Abraham now 
admonishes, even upbraidS, the Lord of the universe. And to our 
amazement, without a word of reproof or reprimand, the Master of 
the universe readily yields: "If I find in the city of Sodom fifty good 
men," the Lord said, "I will pardon the whole place for their sake." 
Little wonder that a talmudic sage many centuries later, Rabbi 
Nahman, proclaimed, "Hutzpah, even toward God, avails." His 
ancestor, Abraham, provided the precedent. 

But the dialogue is not yet concluded. Having gained his 
initial point, Abraham perSists. Now, however, instead of the 
indignant rebuke of a self-righteous zealot for justice, A'braham 
assumes the role of a humble, self-effacing petitioner. "May I 
presume to speak to the Lord though I am but dust and ashes?" 
Abraham pleads, "Suppose there are five short of fifty good men? 
Will You destroy the whole city for a mere five men?" 
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Note the blandishm ent of Abraham, the clever cajolery of 
his argument. He does not beg for t he saving of the wic ked 
multitudes for the sake of forty-five righteous men. Tha t is how you 
and I would bargain; but not Abraham. He perseveres; he builds on 
the advantage already gained -- as if to say, l1yo u a lready promised, 
You made a commitment not to destroy the city if t he re are fifty 
good men. Well, if there a re five less, would You destroy the city for 
a ~ five?!11 Gone are the iniquitous t hrongs whose cruelty a nd 
immorality are responsible for the imminent catastrophe . They a re 
not even mentioned. Abraham has contrive d to reduce the issue t o a 
ludicrous five. Imagine destroying a tee ming metropolis because of 
five! What a lte rnative does God have but to reply, alm os t 
apologetically, "If I fi nd forty-five there, I will not destroy it ." 

And so the haggling continues: fo rty , t hirty , t wenty , until 
Abraham elic its the promise from God, "For t he sa ke of ten 
(righteous), I will not destroy it (the city)." Not a ba d bargain for 
Abraham! He sta rted with fifty and shrewdly, even c raf t ily , reduced 
the numbe r to ten -- a ste lla r achievement in any Near Easte rn 
market from Baghdad to Cairo; how much greater t he fea t, a 
veritable virtuoso performance, when the vendor is not some wily 
Bedouin, but the a dversary is the Almighty, Hi mself. 

Did this encounter between Abraham and God ever occur? 
Does the Biblical account describe objective reality -- something 
that actually happened? Did the merciful Father of humankind h~ve 
to be badgered to act with simple justice , much less wl th 
compassion? Or is the legend a figment of irn ~gi.n~tion ~ - an illusory, 
or even a delusory, fabrica ti?n of a fert~le, pn ml t lve m~n~, rehearsed 
for centuries before it was ftnally canOni zed as Holy Writ. 

These a nd a host of other questions are certainly 
, to the hi storian, the theologian, t o the student of ancie nt 

pertment Th f crucial 
Near Eastern civilization and religion. ey a re. 0 

importance to the re ligious lite ralist, to the fundame~tallst . ~or o~r 
purpose however though of interest, the se speculations are . /rg~ y 
irreleva~t. Our focus is anthropologic , and even more speci Ica y, 

psychologic. 

Legends mythS may have never happened, but ~hey t~re 
'Th e true not in the sense t a t ey 

true, neverthele~s. ey ar out there __ actual incide nts and 
necessarily descnbe the real wor~d, . vocabulary of myths; if we 
events. But if we have learne d,t e . unlq~~d symbols their intr icate , 
are adept at deciphering the ir Signs , 
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figurative language; and, finally, if we can identify and siIt out those 
elements which only reflect the time-place, the ever changing 
environment, the transient "tool world" through which legends must 
inevitably be communicated, myths and their rltuals and symbols may 
serve as the keys to the deepest recesses of our psyche. The naivete, 
the ingenuousness, the prlmitivism, at times, the artless homeliness 
of mythologic lore may not tell us much about the nature of God; but 
they tell us a great deal about the nature of man -- not only about 
ancient, but also about contemporary, man. Myths and legends may 
he clean windows to those aspects of the soul which we may 
otherwise glimpse only through a glass darkly. 

The numerous reports of man's encounter with the 
Ultimate, the Source of being and meaning, may indeed be 
chimerical, fanciful, fantastic. But the attitudes that man assumed 
and expressed when he was convinced that he was being confronted 
by, that he stood in the presence of an omnipotent, omniscient God 
from whom one cannot hide, who penetrates the innermost recesses 
of the heart and before whom all secrets are revealed, these 
testimonies disclose something essential, primary in man's being. 
Man stands stripped. The games he plays are of no avail. Even some 
of the censors, "The no no's," which inhibit and suppress many of our 
more dangerous, forbidden impulses disappear. They now rise to the 
level of awareness so that man may confess them, atone for them, 
reject them and, at times, embrace them. The gamut of man's 
responses as he is addressed -- his feelings of dread, awe, fear, of 
less of self, of being absorbed, engulfed, of absolute dependence, of 
power, of dominance, of ethical passion, his uncontrollable urge to 
flagellate himself, to punish, to embrace, to love -- they all tell us 
about ourselves; about you and me; even about those aspects of our 
being we would hide, disguise, bury in the rnost hidden layers of our 
soul -- our psyche. 

We accordingly disregard the problems of historicity, of 
theology, and address the question: What, if anything, does the 
legend about the destruction of Sodom and Gamorrah tell us about 
Abraham and, by implication, about ourselves? What may we discern 
in the stance of Abraham, in his attitude when he stands in the 
presence of and addresses the Almighty, which illumines our own 
essential makeup and striving? 

Consider the change, as the dialogue proceeds, in the way 
Abraham reacts to the news of the impending destruction of the two 
ci ties. His first response is one of righteous indignation. He 
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u naciously asserts himself over against God. He dem~nd~j ~~ 
fe;tures. he rebukes: "Shall not the judge of all the earth do J~st1ce. 
You mu~t not! You cannot indiscriminate ly destro~ the righteous 
with the wicked! "Far be it from You!" The Hebrew 1S even harshe r, 
more threa tening: Halilah lekha. This cannot ~e! Abraham's stance 
is heroic; he is a giant who towers over the Almighty . 

But no sooner has he gained the advantage than the mood 
radically changes. Abraham is totally transfo rmed. His stance is 
now that of the humble, self-effacing pet itioner - - on his knees , 
begging, groveling: "May 1 presume to speak to the Lord, though I am 
but dust and ashes ... Please do not be angr y, 0 Lord, if I speak 
again ••• 1 pray Thee, be not scornful, 0 Master, if 1 speak just this 
once more ...• " 

We may, of course, view this radical t urn in Abraham 's 
attitude as of a piece with the artful, subtle bargaining strategim: 
First put your adversary on the defensive by rebuke, and then coax, 
entice, seduce with fl a ttery, with abject hu mili ty. The change in 
Abraham's stance would thus be part of the setting of the story, no 
more significant than the shrewd bargaining which reflects the 
milieu, the time and the place where the legend originated. 

am persuaded, however, that this explanation is 
superficial -- an oversimplification -- which should be rejected. The 
polar reaction when confronted by the Divine -- the feeling of 
dominance, of power, so that one dares admonish the \1aster of all 
worlds, and simultaneously, the experience of awe, dread, of being 
overwhelmed, of being "dust a nd ashes" -- is not unique to Abraham . 
A braham's experience is paradigma lic , the recu rrent model for all 
subsequent de scriptions of the Divine-human encounter . It is 
characteristic of practically every prophet in Biblical literature. 

Consider, for example, the Biblical accounts of the 
response of Moses when he is addressed by the Lord. Moses' first 
reaction when he hears "the call" is "to cover his face, for he was 
afraid .... " When the Lord tells him, com mands him " ... you shall 
bring My people Israel out of Egypt," Moses meekly replies, "Who am 
1 that I should go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out of 
Egypt? • .I have never been a man of ready speech, never in my 
life •• .I am slow and hesitant .•• send whom Thou wilt." Only after 
God repeatedly reassures him, "I will help your speech and tell you 
whdt to say," does Moses reluc tantly, hesitantly, consent to be the 
messenger of redemption. Moses cowers; he is frightened when 
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confronted by the Divine. The words he speaks are not his own. He 
is but the passive vessel for the transmission of God's word. 

Yet the very same Moses "spoke with God face to face as 
a man speaks with his friend." He rages; he storms the very heavens 
in defense of his beloved people. When God is reticent in forgivi ng 
Israel for their worship of the golden calf, Moses threatens, "If you do 
not forgive, 'erase me from the book you hav~ w~i~ten'" ~- and a 
promethean threat it is, for without Moses there 1S p1tifully l1ttle Ie! 
of "the Book." As with Abraham, we discern again the same 
contradictory, schizoid responses -- that of a defiant assertiveness, 
and at the same time, that of ultimate dependence and creatureliness 
in God's presence. 

With keen insight, the Rabbis of the first century saw t he 
epitome of this polar attitude -- the experiences of supreme power 
and of an impotent helplessness -- in the figure of the weeping 
prophet of the Book of Lamentations. Atone point in his lament, t he 
prophet, who the Rabbis believed to be Jeremiah, cries out in his 
affliction, "We have sinned and rebelled, but Thou has not forgiven" 
(1II.42).. The first, part of the verse, "We have sinned," is abjec 
confessLOn -- servlle, self-effacing. But almost instantaneously, in 
the very same verse, the prophet impudently hurls the accusation -
we picture him threateningly shaking his fist -- "You (God) have not 
forgiven!" "We are wrong," Jeremiah admits. "We are pitiful, sinful 
mortals. But You, You who are God; You from whom we have every 
right to expect more; You who are supposed to be the loving, 
forgiving Father; You have failed; Your sin is even more grievous 
than ours." What greater assertiveness is possible than to lecture, to 
chastise the almighty God? 

These and numerous other examples have led me to 
conclude that the primary impulse, drive, need, yearning of man -
man at the core of his being -- a core that is almost clearly revealed 
when he stands in the presence of the Ultimate -- is a polarity of 
self-assertion and self-negation. Man wants to be anonymous, and 
simultaneously to have identity. His activities are assertive and 
negating. All of man's endeavors may be reduced to these two 
primary categories. He is inexorably, irresistibly driven by an 
overpowering need to be both everything and nothing. 

Perhaps you have felt the exhilaration, the thrill of 
walking along a teeming, crowded mall in a strange cl ty, 
unrecognized, unknown -- lost in the crowd -- without a name, 
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without a face, a nobody. It apparently fills a basic "need." We often 
crave it; we welcome it; we embrace i t. Anonymi t y has a great, a t 
times, an irresistible, a ttraction. One observes it - - we may 
experience it - - in the isolated, cut-off, confined environment on 
board ship, on a train or a plane, away fr om home, "in the dark." It is 
as if on the profoundest level, we would rebel against identity , our 
name,. our individuality - -. annihilate :he "r' and our individual being. 
(Is this at least the partIal explanatIon for the revealing, intimate 
confe ssions one fr e quently hears fr om one's neighbor on a 
crosscountry or. overseas plane trip or for the intensity of shipboard 
romances? Is It only the adolescent who fan asizes about being a 
faceless Adam who meets a devastatingly seducti e , anonymous Eve 
-- wi thout a yesterday or tomorrow -- to experience only now , now 
and aga in now - - "now is forever"?) 

There are numerous facets to t his aspect of man . Much 
of his action betrays it. There is great comfort in being submerged in 
a group, in being totally absorbed by it - - be that group social, 
political or religious. How often does man welcome this anonymi ty , 
this "cog sta tus" -- to be relieved of all responsibility, of all choice 
and decision? 

At least one part of us is anxious to conform , to be like 
everyone else, and thus to escape recognition, individuality, be it in 
the realm of thought, or dress, or social customs and mores. The 
realistic politi cian is keenly aware of the powerful appeal of "j Oining 
the bandwagon." Ponder the attraction of the "uniform" in all its 
guises -- at least initially, until something within us rebels. 

The age-old cla im and argument which refuses to die tha t 
the salve delights in his status, that "he revels in his irresponsibili ty," 
contains a partial truth. It is the desire fo r facelessness in all of us. 
Not only the ancient Israelites wandering in the wild~rness plea?ed to 
return to slavery in Egypt. It is a recurrent ther:ne 10 human history. 
It addresses itself to an urge we all share; baSIC and strong, oft en 
overpowering -- the need "not to be." 

Consider the delight one exper iences while ~tanding in. a 
gorge overwhe lmed by a majestic mountain, or by a brillIant celest ial 
display revealing the utte r vastness of ~he universe. One savor~ the 
feeling of complete obliteration, of nothmgness. And yet man climbs 
the mountain, he saddles it. He conque~s the p~ak~. ~e throws of f 
the shackles of slavery. He brings the unlverse wlthin hIS ken. 
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Much of man's striving reflects the same drive which 
motivated the builders of the Tower of Babel: "Let us make a name 
for ourselves." Man expends untold effort; he tolls and struggles "to 
be somebody," "to be different," to achieve status, to be known by 
name; to be recognized. He is the rebel, the nonconformist; he loves, 
and craves to be loved; he seeks responsibility; he begets children; he 
strives for immortality. He builds and creates; he writes and paints; 
he carves his likeness, his name, in stone and metal which will not die 
-- endure forev e r. He even strives to be subject-object, to enthrone 
himself as deity. Man wants to be God. 

This is the polarity of man. His dilemma, his fundamental 
problem is not "to be .2!:. not to be" but rather "to be and not to be." 
The Aristotelian "law of the excluded middle," his description of 
reality as an either/or, was a brilliant insight which dominated 
Western thought for over two millenia. It is, however, an 
abstraction, a theoretical principle. As quantum physics and the 
"principal of complimentarity" have demonstrated in the physical 
realm, experiential reallty cannot be desc ribed as a disjunct, as an 
"either/or;" but as a conjunct, as an "and." Light is not either wave 
or copusc ular. It is paradoxically both. Reality is a most ingenius 
paradox of contradictories in creative tension. 

Man's anonymity, facelessness, enslavement, his becoming 
object, or tool - - his being reduced to 'function -- reflect, manifest 
man's essential being. Similarly, his endless variety of assertive 
activities which, if given free reign, culminate in an anthropotheism 
- - in man's attempt to enthrone himself as God, are all expressions of 
man's striving "to be." Man wants to be everything and nothing. No 
matter how severely the moralist, or religionist, or social critic will 
decry them, they will not disappear. They are constitutive of man. 
The most ardent wish will not, cannot, negate an essential part of 
man's being. Labeling, name calling or moralizing will not solve 
man's basic dilemma. 

. . The central human problem, the tragic dilemma of homo 
saplens, IS that these two aspects of man cannot be fulfilled. Man 
ca~ delude himself, for a time, that he is object, that he is a thing, an 
ammal -- but something within him knows that this is not so. He 
may attempt to lose himself in anonymity, but it cannot be sustained. 
Sometimes dimly, and at other times with brilliant clarity, he is 
aware that it is an appalling mistake, a ghastly misinterpretation. He 
feels the dull, intolerable unease as "the assertive" prods, and 
confronts, and gives no rest. 
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Similarly, man may concentrate all his energy in an 
attempt to become "everything." The "assertive" is given full sway. 
But man knows that he is finite, a terribly vulnerable mortal. He 
discovered that the very first time he looked in the mirror and 
recognized his likeness. Man is aware that all the grasping will not 
dispel the bitter taste of meaninglessness. The voice "which cries in 
secret" will ever remind, "vanity of vanities, all is vanity." Man 
knows that he cannot be God. 

Many of the social disciplines along with theology concern 
themselves with what they term the alienation and estrangement of 
man. These concepts were developed by Hegel and applied by Marx 
as man's becoming commodity, objects to be sold on the labor 
market. The causes for this estrangement and its manifestations are 
differently interpreted depending on one's assumptions concerning the 
nature of man, the human situation or structure of society . But they 
all share the conclusion that man's unity and harmony have been 
tragically impaired, resulting in an anxiety, an unease -- a mass 
pathology. Man, uncertain, insecure, unfulfilled, wanders in the 
limbo of a lost paradise which cannot be forgotten and cannot be 
regained. 

I would suggest that "alienation" is rather man's illusory 
search for fulfillment in partiality. Man overcomes his estrangement 
not by regaining a past paradise, a "privileged immediacy," an 
"undifferentiated blissful state" which he never had, and consequently 
never lost. The solution is not a denial, a suppression of what man is 
-- a branding of an essential aspect of man's being as sinful or 
aberrational. Only a mythical Peter Pan, whose motto is "I won't 
grow up," can lose his shadow. Interestingly, even he misses it~ and 
leaves "Never, Neverland" to search for it. . Man. aC~leves 
authenticity in the fulfillment of the totalit~ o~ his. being. In the 
ever -shifting point of tension between a~onyml.tY-ldentlty, being and 
nonbeing and their myriad, concrete mamfestatlOns. 

The crucial question remains, however. Can man 
overcome what appears to be his tragic destiny? Is he ?o~med to a 
frenetic search for ends which must forever elude hlm. Is the 
fulfillment of his polar nature truly unattainable? .ls mortal man 
doomed to vaccilate in his chase between c.ontradlctory goals of 
being and nonbeing subject-object, only to discover that they are 
perpetually beyond' his grasp? Must he in ~is desperat~ searc.h f~r 
fulfillment exhaust himself in an empty passlOn -- a pasSlOn whlch 10 
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himself an object, a thing -- in a sado-masochism? 

I would suggest that just as the reports of the ~od-ma,n 
encounter disclose the essential nature of man, so may they, If one 1S 

open and receptive, point a way for his realization. The record of the 
human response to what he perceives to be a Divine summons 
discloses not only man's basic needs, but also his authentic, attainable 
possibilities -- live options -- realizable not only in the past, but 
repeatable in the present and future. Voluminous testimony through 
the ages attests that in the Divine-human encounter, man fulfl11 s 
both polar extremes and thus finds his highest realization. In the 
presence of God, in the performance of every deed as witness to Him, 
man experiences that he is both determined and free; that he is 
creature and creator; both finite and infinite; he feels fear, awe, 
dread and, at the same time, the saving grace of love. All of man's 
"secular" endeavor is either assertive or negating. He either tries to 
achieve "self" or deny it -- falling to accomplish either. Living in 
the awareness of God, man simultaneously achieves both. He is both 
everything and nothing, ultimately. At the heart of the religious 
experience is the creative tension when both polar extremes are 
fulfilled. 

I repeat the disclaimer that my analysis does not deal 
with the objective reality of the One who calls, summons or demands. 
I am speaking not about God; but about man's experience. My data 
are the hu~an descriptions of what men felt, of how they responded, 
as. foun? in. the vast primary and secondary literature. My own 
onentatiOn is that the Source, the Ultimate, must remain in the 
realm of the ineffable. The laconic, pithy assertion of the Psalmist 
"Silence is thy praise," speaks for me. Any positive statement abou~ 
God, except that "he is," is inescapably idolatrous. 

. It should also b~ n,ote? that in speaking of religious 
exper1e~ce, ~ re~er not to institutiOnal religion, or to a particular 
co,nfesslOn ~lt~ ItS rote. rituals and fixed llturgles. I speak of the 
prlmary, pnstme exp~rIenc~ of s~anding in the presence of one's 
Make: who, ~h~ worshIpper IS conv1Oced, is the source of being and 
~~:,nlling. It ihs, in such an experience that man claims to find the total 
u 1 ment w Jch I previously described. 

whether ma~~~ ~r~:~~ hmistkorichP~i1osophlc questions is the problem of 
. a e c 01CeS or whether his c f' 
1S predetermined. Each a f l' ourse 0 actJOn 

ge ormu ates the problem anew in terms of 
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its own mythologies, but the problem is ever essentially the same. 
The medievalist phrased it: If God has foreknow ledge, how can man 
be free? Since God knows what man will choose , he is not free to 
make the choice. He has to choose what God knows beforehand. 

In modern thought the problem is restated in terms of 
economic, social or biologic determinism . Depending on the 
particular school, man is viewed as being the product of his biologic 
makeup -- his psycho-somatic inheritance and endowment; or he is 
the result of and therefore determined by socio-economic forces. 
Each age has struggled to find a solution to the dilemma. For if man 
is not free to choose, how can he be held responsible for his actions? 

But as a religious experience, bo th contrar ies are true and 
real. Man knows in every concrete situation viewed as religious that 
he is free and that he is determined. In each act he experiences God 
as all knowing and his own freedom as well. He is both nothing and 
everything, the creature and the creator. The experience of "being 
seen," of standing under judgment is the greatest reality; and the 
experience of freedom is no less of a reality . Man lives in the 
creative tension of embracing both. 

The Psalmist spoke out of an intense, overwhelming 
experience when he cried out: "Where shall I go from Thy spirit? 
Where can I flee from Thy presence? If I climb up to heaven Thou art 
there; if I make up my bed in the nether world, again Thou art 
there ... and if I say surely the darkness shall envelop me, and light 
about me shall be night; the darkness is not too dark for Thee, but the 
night is luminous as the day" (Psalms 129.7-12), Yet with no less 
intensity, the Deuteronornist hears the Voice proclaim, "I call heaven 
and earth to witness this day that I have set before you . .. life and 
death the blessing and the curse; therefore, choose life that you may 
live.'" A great master of paradox of the first century,. the renowned 
Rabbi Akibah summarized it all in one concise sentence: 
"Everything is 'foreseen, yet freedom is given; the world is judged in 
grace, ye t all is according to the amount of work." 

Similarly, the experiences of the love of, God ~nd of 
standing in His presence in fear and trem bling a~e manlfestat~ons of 
man's ceaseless search for identity and anonymity. Expressl,ons of 
awe, reverence, rear manifest utter dependence " the feelmg. of 
creatureliness when man is overwhelmed by the majesty, the mlght 
and glory of God. Man cringes; he hides; he is afraid. It .is the 
experience of "how awesome is this place," of a state of "nonbemg." 
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A t the other polar extreme is the experience of reciprocal 
love between God and man. To love Him is to assume the greatest 
responsibility; to be loved by Him is to be affirmed in the ultimate 
sense. Commenting on the verse in Deuteronomy (10.12), "What, 0 
Israel, does the Lord your God ask of you? Only to fear the Lord your 
God and to love Him •••• " The classic rabbinic literature elaborates; 
"Where there is love, there cannot be fear, and where there is fear, 
there cannot be love, except in the presence of God alone." Love and 
fear express the ever-shifting point of tension in the religious 
experience. 

Prayer too cannot be grasped in its full depth unless one 
appreciates its polarities. The talmudic dictum, "A man shall always 
begin his prayers with praise and then follow with petition," defines 
the structure of the ancient liturgy of the synagogue and of numerous 
private prayers recorded in the classic literature. Consider, as an 
example, the Pater Noster, as transmitted by Matthew and Luke, a 
prayer which has its parallel, at least in part, in one of the oldest 
doxologies of the synagogue, the Kaddish (the Sanctification). 

After the address, "Our Father in heaven," the prayer 
begins with the standard formula of praise: "hallowed be Thy name." 

"Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done" i:s a continuation of 
the praise formula. Note the stress: "Thy kingdom, Thy will" -
man's effort, will, participation is of little or no consequence; not 
our, but God's will be done; man's will is nullified in God's presence. 

But immediately the mood changes: 

"Give us this day our daily bread," as if to say, "Now look 
at us. Our mortal needs, our lack, our want are of sufficient 
significance for you, the hallowed Father of all humankind, to take 
note, to merit your concern." 

"Forgive us our trespass," yes, we are weak mortals who 
will inevitably falter and stumble, but You, You must forgive; that is 
your metier. 

"As we forgive those who trespass againt us," follow our 
example, Lord. You can surely do no less than we! If we forgive; if 
we have it within us to be magnanimous, understanding, 
compassionate, how much the more so You, our loving Father. 
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The prayer begins with self-effacement; it ends with 
heroic self':'assertion. In "praise" man is nega ted; in "petition" he is 
affirmed. Within the total prayer experience, he is object and 
subject; he finds both anonymity and identity. 

The very definition of man in scriptures as a compound of 
the terrestrial and celestial, with both elements playing a vital, 
indispensable role, make realization in a polar tension the only 
fulfillment possible. The modern views of man, from the assertive 
humanism of the Enlightenment and beyond, to the essentially 
negating biologic definition of the Darwinian evolutionary school -
from Nietzche's "will to power" to the new psychology's definition of 
man as ~, libido -- they all define man as either assertive or 
negating. One aspect of man is made total manj partiality is raised 
to universality. 

Biblical religion, the prophetic experience, have seen man 
as a combination of both. He is "dust from the ground," but also a 
"living soul;" he is both earth man and he was created in the "image 
of God." Rabinnic Judaism views him as having a good inclination 
and an evil inclination. They term the so-called "evil" inclination as 
the "leaven in the dough." If it were destroyed, the Rabbis insist 
again and again the world would perish with it; man would not build, 
nor procreate. The "evil" inclination emerges from the total 
literature as "man's vital and active impulse, the energy of his 
life-producing and life-supporting impulses." The aim as defined in 
the Mishnah, the earliest authoritative code of rabbinic Judaism , 
written between the second century B.C. and the second century 
A.D., is "Serve God with both inclinations." Do not attempt to 
negate them; hold them in tension in the constant awareness of God's 
presence. 

I conclude, as I began, with a question : Is the answer of 
an enlightened interpretation of traditional religion a viable option 
for contemporary man? Can man today stand in the presence of an 
all-knowing, all-pervasive God and thereby find his fulfillment? <?r 
have modern science and teChnology, the nuclear age and the genetic 
revolution -- not to speak of Auschwitz and a thousand other 
tragedies -- so changed our perception of reali,ty ~hat we ,are doomed 
to persevere in a post-religious age? Every thmkmg, ratlOnal ,hum~n 
is obliged to ask the question; just as everyone of us must flnd hIS 

own answer. 




